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Introduction

 One of the questions I get asked most often is 'How 
many words do I need to write to make it a book?' My 
answer is ALWAYS the same... If you are focusing on 
word count then your book is going to be painful to 
write! 
Let the focus be on valuable content and the power oin 
the written word, delivered authenically to your 
reader. 
Don't cut important words out because of a word limit 
and dont add unnecessary words in because you want 
to reach a certain number of words.  
What is the magic balance between being too concise 
and overkill? 



So you have your story what now?
KNOWING THE ESSENCE OF WHAT YOU WANT TO 
PRESENT TO YOUR READERS FROM THE START. 

Get clear on content headers. Easy way to do this is to 
work on your contents page. Have a clear plan for 
potential content that you can evolve from.
Know that writing your story is an evolutionary process.
 First draft is content that flows.
Second draft is moulding it into the book you want it to 
become. Filling in and strengthening sections of your 
book is part of this process.
 Write what you know first, in an engaging way.
 Research other books in your genre, observe how they 
do it.  



Research backup your points.

If you feel that your text is too light on words you can: 
Find evidence to back up your content. Thus adding 
value to your words. 
Case studies. 
 Infographics fill pages. 
 These points work for non-fiction. 
If fiction or memoir then after you write your first draft 
go through your story and see where you can 
incorporate relevant research to share knowledge with 
readers.  

1. Any research is referenced and relevant. 

2. If it interests you, it should interest your readers. 

3. Start with Wikipedia but don't end there. 



Tips on how to stick it out.
CAMBRIDGE DICTIONARY SAYS THAT TO STICK IT OUT 
MEANS TO SEE IT OUT TO THE END. 

Shift your mindset. Writing a book will be fun!
Know that it will take time and dedication. 
Take each step when it is time to make it.  
Yes it takes action and work but every step forward is a step 
closer to the end. 
Write it out in first draft and expand in second draft. It is so 
much clearer where you have space to do that when going 
over it. First draft is the skeleton, second draft is the muscle. 
 Schedule in time to write, prioritise it not compromise it.  



Content that is meaningful.

Honour the length of your book. 
Preplanning content is great but allow inspired content 
to make its way in. That content is gold. 
 Write channelled through mind and heart. Connect with 
your readers. 
 Readers need authors who show up authentically.
 Dialogue moves stories along. In non fiction you can 
also ask a question and that will action your reader to 
create their own content in their mind. 
Remember it s all about how to want to connect with 
your reader!  



List 10 ways you can add 
content.

 

1. .................................................................................................................................

2. ...........................................................................................................................….

3. ...............................................................................................................................

4. ...............................................................................................................................

5. ........................................................................................................................…....

6. ...............................................................................................................................

7. ...............................................................................................................................

8. ...............................................................................................................................

9. ........................................................................................................................…....

10........................................................................................................................…..... 

Use this template to list opportunities to expand content 



DISCUSSION




